Grower Sundries
SPIRAL TREE GUARDS

CODE

SIZE

PACK QTY

BARCODE

140.SP24

60cm x 38mm

250

05391513333750

140.SP18

45cm x 38mm

250

05391513337796

Grower Sundries

Spiral tree guards are made of brown PVC and stand up to all weather; they do not shrink and allow air
circulation through the holes. They are easy to fit and are cost effective. Made from a special plastic that will
stand up to animals and strimmers etc.

BUDDING CLIP

• The Budding Clip is designed to be easily pushed into a stem which it
   grabs tightly and directs the bud to grow upwards.
• Made from a flexible black polypropylene, it is reusable.
CODE

DESCRIPTION

PACK QTY

BARCODE

140.BC1

For 14mm – 18mm approx.

500

05391513335594

POT SUPPORT CLIPS

The Pot Clip easily clips over thin rimmed pots only and grip securely. When
attached it keeps the pots stable and secure. It thus prevents accidental
spillage or upsetting by the wind. The Pot Clips are made from a very
durable, black polypropylene and are re-usable. It comes in two sizes 10cm
& 15cm (the size is the distance the Pot Clip separates the pots by).
CODE

SIZE

PACK QTY

BARCODE

140.PC4

10cm pot clip

100

05391513335600

140.PC6

15cm pot clip

100

05391513335617

POT SUPPORT BASE

The Pot Support Base can hold most pots from 4cm-22cm diameter (2L
- 8L pots) and stops them from blowing over. Made from tough black
polypropylene, pots are easily inserted and held firmly by flexible fingers. The
Pot Support Base can be arranged in different patterns and attach to EACH
other to create a rigid grid which is exceedingly stable in very windy situations.
CODE

SIZE

PACK QTY

BARCODE

140.PSB1

4cm - 22cm

25

05391513335624

BASE FOR ANGLE HEAD LABELS

• For use with SL275, SL400, SL440 and SL500
CODE

SIZE
(CM)

BOX QTY

BARCODE

140.BASE

11 x 15

25

05391513335693

For Angle Head Labels - see page 154

All prices are Ex Works and Exclude VAT
For larger quanty prices, please contact our Sales Office on: 046 943 1422
t: +353 46 943 1422 f: +353 46 943 7692 e: sales@dekerhort.ie w: www.dekerhort.ie
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